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The problem of this research are: (1) Is there differentiation of student result that uses of social connected model with the students who use integrated model (2) Is there differentiation of students results at the first level (3) Is there interaction between learning model of social connected between connected model and integrated model.

In this research the method which is used for this mien experiment by giving the action for to different classes on class used learning social connected method and other class used integrated model by knowing the first ability of the students from two classes. In this planning uses 2x3 and data analysis uses two varians method with factorial design and the effectiveness analysis.

After doing this research for this experiment to both of them can slaw (1) There is differentiation average of students result uses learning social connected model with integrated model. (2) There is differentiation of students results at the first students ability (3) There is interaction between connected and integrated which is used at the first students ability has influenced to students prestige (4) Learning social connected model more effective to be used to increase students prestige in social connected subject.

Therefore on analysis result for this research the writer conclude that (1) There is differentiation of students average uses learning social connected model with integrated model IPS knowing the first students ability and (2) Learning social connected model more effected to be used increase the students prestige in social connected subject compared with connected model.
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